I have hosted/facilitated numerous “Corporate Team Building/Bonding through art ” Events both in
Singapore and Australia over the last 10 years.
The structure of each event (with consultation) can incorporate your Company’s profile and mission
statements etc.. It is entirely your choice of whether you want to run it as a “fun event” with the focus
on just making ‘art’ for your office, or to use the team building event to further highlight your
company’s codes and beliefs etc.

The cohort will also get a brief overview of how to mix and apply paint. Through my guidance, we
will interpret abstract shapes to the concepts mentioned above, through the use of shapes, lines
and colors. We will also have a fun preliminary exercise which I call an “ice breaker!
Each member will take away the experience of drawing, painting on canvas. Through the pleasure
of creative expression, there will be the exercising of important corporate skills such as, creative
problem solving and working together as a cohesive group to achieve a satisfying end result.

The cost is $59 per pax for half a day and $69 for a full day which includes all the art materials, nonconsumables as well as the tailored activity plan. There is also a rental charge which may vary
according to the number of clients. ( this is usually $650) There is a small charge $200 for transport
of equipment if I facilitate the event at your office. Catering or refreshments will depend on your
budget. Visit my web site www.astriddahl.com and click “corporate events” to get a better idea.
After booking, 50% is due a week before the due date. I will travel to an overseas location.
However these international events or groups of 40 to 100+ need to be booked at least 1-2 months
in advance.
My team and I will endeavor to cater for your every need to make your Corporate Event an
experience to treasure. When you are ready to commit, I will personally work with you regarding the
activities program. There is another option of making a Youtube film of the event. I can also arrange

to install the group paintings on your office wall so that it can have an ongoing positive effect on the”
team building” participants.
I would also like to add that an ART APPRECIATION non “hands-on’ evening can also be arranged
at a gallery with a guided tour including drinks and nibbles. This is followed by a demonstration of
painting by me showing techniques and painting tips.
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